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Cover Photograph.
CHRISTINE (ex CAR No.64) fully restored as seen on November 29th by David Jones.
Due to return to traffic on Friday December 1st, the car will be a most welcome
addition back into the Bluebell Railways Pullman fleet and a credit to Railways C&W
Department.
Image copyright D.Jones2006.
Have you a Pullman photograph you would like to place on the cover, if so just e-mail
as an attachment in jpg format to the editorial e-mail address.

Editorial:
Welcome to Coupe News No: 46.
This is your free newsletter of Pullman related news and material.
My thanks to those readers who have supplied articles and photographs which have
been included within this edition.
All I ask of you for the time I spend in production is for you to forward on, either by email or printing a copy, to any one you may know who will be interested.

Information Required.
Your editor will welcome information on the Pullman car located on your local
preserved railway or in use as a static Restaurant, for inclusion within your Coupe
News and the Pullman Car Services Archive.
Whilst you are out either on holiday or a day out news on any car seen will be most
welcome for addition within your newsletter.
Information is for sharing - not gathering dust…..
If you have any material for inclusion in No.47, please forward by
December 28th. Coupe News No.47 will be published on January 1st.
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Editorial Address:
Have you missed a copy of Coupe News, or changing your e-mail address, or wish to
be removed from the mailing list. Please e-mail to the address below with your
request, it’s as simple as that.
Terry Bye
Pullman Car Services
Email: pullmancarservices@yahoo.co.uk
We remember the Pullman car that was allocated the same schedule number as this
edition of Coupe News.

MYRTLE - Image copyright Lens of Sutton Association – P.Fidczuk2006
Schedule No:
Name:
Type of Car:
Into Service:
Builder:
Tare:
Covers:

46.
MYRTLE.
Kitchen.
July 1911
Cravens Limited, Sheffield.
41t
23 First Class.

1927May - Covers reduced to 20.
1936 July - Rebuilt to BAR CAR at PCCo Preston Park Workshops, internal seating
consisted 11 x stools with 8 covers.
1947 September 12th - Noted within the train formation of the “Golden Arrow”.
1950 March 28th - Standing in for the (S/No.68) TRIANON BAR within the “Golden
Arrow” train formation.
1961 Withdrawn.
Converted to Camping Coach BR(SC) No.P47.
Located:
1962 - 1963 Golspie.
1964 - 1969 Morar.
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Car of the Month.

cDoug Lindsay2006

Composite Car GRACE.
Doug Lindsay believes the photograph shows the car on a down working out of
Victoria on Grosvenor Bridge crossing the river Thames.
Pre 1960 Schedule Number 257 & Post 1960 allocated 297.
Recorded as broken-up at A.King & Son Ltd at Wymonham in 1966.
My thanks to Doug for sharing this image with us.
Images of the Composite cars constructed for use London – Brighton, Eastbourne,
Hastings, Worthing & Littlehampton services from January 1932 tend to be rare for
some reason.
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Look Back At Pullman.

1881 – December 125 Years Ago.
5th.

The London Brighton & South Coast Railway introduces an all Pullman car
formation. The cars are not new LOUISE (ex - ARIEL), BEATRICE (exGLOBE), VICTORIA (II) (ex – ADONIS) & MAUD (ex-CERES)
Titled “The Pullman Limited” and introduces for the first time an all electric lit
train service.

1946 – December 60 Years Ago.
27th. Noted at the Preston Park workshops, Brighton the following cars: CYNTHIA, VERA, REGINA, LORAINE, EUNICE & LUCILLE.
Noted at Burgess Hill. FORMOSA & MALAGA.
Noted at Hove. CAR No.9 & PALMYRA.

1966 – December 40 Years Ago.
29th. The down working of the “Bournemouth Belle” hauled by 34077, fails west of
Woking. Rescue in the form of D6549 pilots the formation arriving at
Southampton Central 45 minutes late.

1981 – December 25 Years Ago.
Noted at Mayer Newman yard at Snailwell ex BR Mk2 Pullman car No.541
being broken-up.
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DORIS – December 2006 – David Jones.

DORIS has recently been moved back to Platform 1 at Horsted Keynes Station.

Pullman Car Preservation List No.18 – 2007.
I am about to commence work on edition 18 of my annual
Pullman Car Preservation List which will be published in
January 2007.
All e-mail readers will be forwarded a copy of edition 18 on
publication.
I intend to include for the first time a number of photographs
within this edition, and I would like to offer the readership the
opportunity to forward to me any photograph they believe
worthy of inclusion.
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Website News.
The Pullman Society.
Membership details available from: Alan Wood, 140 St Helens Down, Hastings. East Sussex TN34 2AR.
or e-mail awood17166@aol.com

The Swanage Railway.
http://www.swanagerailway.co.uk/

Model Railway Express.
Britain's leading FREE online magazine for railway modellers with DAILY news,
readers' discussion, model and book reviews, classified ads, etc.
Around 2000 readers per day.
http://www.mremag.demon.co.uk/

Blue Pullman Group.
A group for anyone interested in the British Rail Blue Pullman sets which operated
between London and Manchester / Birmingham / South Wales.
http://finance.groups.yahoo.com/group/blue_pullman/

British Pullman Group
An opportunity to discuss all aspects of Pullman vehicles and their workings in Britain.
http://finance.groups.yahoo.com/group/BritPull/

Pullman Company Researchers
A friendly discussion group for anyone with a genealogical or historical interest in the
Pullman Company and their ancestors who were associated with it. Includes Pullman
Company, Pullman Car Works, Pullman Palace Car Company, Pullman porters etc.
and the town of Pullman near Chicago built for Pullman employees.
http://finance.groups.yahoo.com/group/PullmanCompanyResearchers/
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Attendants Memo:
Memo 1.
Hello, Terry.
I've just got in from work (November 2nd) at the signalbox (late shift, so it's 2355).
I checked my emails and your fantastic introduction stared me in the face.
I'll do as you say, perhaps pop through into No.13 and get a drink, and then I shall
settle down and enjoy your trip.
You've made my evening!
Cheers!
John McFarlane
Terry,
I have found a web site that may be of interest to fellow readers, it’s quite interesting,
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pullman_Palace_Car_Company
Clive Warneford.
Many thanks Clive for sharing this site with us.
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Food for thought - Henry Rigley – November 2006.
Following on from last months article titled “An Introduction and an Interview”.
Henry was successful in gaining employment as an assistant steward on the “Hull
Pullman”.
Yorkshire is a cold, damp place in December; I was reminded of this when I dragged
myself out of bed on that cold, icy morning.
After a quick wash and a hot cup of tea I set off the six miles to work on my trusted
Honda 50 motorcycle.
Visibility was very limited as freezing fog engulfed all familiar landmarks, so the white
line in the middle of the road led me along the familiar route to Paragon Station in Hull.
My lips chattering, my whole body shivering and my ungloved hands were frozen solid
within minutes, how I loved these early morning winter starts!
As I arrived at Hull Paragon, I slowly climbed from my motorcycle, I found myself
frozen in the sitting position. What a picture I looked, hobbling down the platform
frozen in the sitting position, still holding my arms to a pair of invisible motorcycle
handlebars. The throbbing of the Deltic locomotive with its 36 cylinder Napier power
unit could be heard as I eventually found my way to the heated kitchen car of the
10.32 Hull Pullman, fortunately, it was still only 10 o’clock and passengers were not
yet embarking.
I was only 16yrs old and was working as an Assistant Steward on the Hull Pullman,
which ran daily (Monday to Friday) between Hull on the North East coast of England
down to the capital, London. It was a luxury train with a five star kitchen car.
I remember well this particular day; it was getting close to Christmas, we were
informed that a political delegation attending a special parliamentary meeting was to
join our train at Doncaster. One of the coupe’s had been reserved at one end of the
car, the coupe consisted of a table and
four seats, fitted with a service bell to summon a steward as required.
The party boarded the train of which one was the then Minister of Education and
Science; the minister’s name was Mrs Thatcher. It was 1970; the political future of
Great Britain was soon to take a new course, but that’s another story.
Doncaster was about an hour out of Hull and breakfasts had to be served, but by
special request the VIP’s were to be served a traditional Christmas dinner. I worked
my usual duties, washing up, cleaning, polishing the silver and serving tea and coffee
until approaching Doncaster when the chief Steward pulled me to one side and spoke
in an unusually subdued voice.
“We’re short handed today so I’m going to let you help with the VIP’s when they get on
at Doncaster, just do as your told and don’t mess up this time, okay?” “No problem” I
replied, as I swelled with pride. I knew this was my big chance to try and prove myself
again; I was sure the chief steward had forgotten the accident with the little old lady
and the champagne cork by now.
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Doncaster came and went; I was grilled over and over again as what to do until my
moment of glory had arrived, my chance had finally come when I could show the
politicians just what the youth of Great Britain was capable of.
I cheerfully waltzed into the coupe with the silver tray, spoon and fork at the ready.
Running through my mind was the instructions from the chief steward.
"Don’t forget, serve the lady first, serve the lady first."
I walked straight up to the table and turned to the largest gentleman in the coupe, I
was about to serve him when I suddenly remembered those firm words from the chief
steward “serve the lady first." I swung around to take up position to serve Mrs
Thatcher. I was very short in stature and didn’t quite have the height to clear her head.
‘Bang’ I hit her straight in the eye with the corner of the tray, but worse was yet to
come. I apologised to both her and her bodyguards, who had been trained to protect
their subject against every possible danger, except of course from me, armed with a
spoon, fork and a heavy silver tray.
I apologised again and as politely as I could. I then asked Mrs. Thatcher.
"Would you like turkey Ma’am?" "Yes please" replied this lady who nine years later
was to become the Prime Minister of Great Britain. I expertly served the turkey using
the spoon and fork, while the bodyguards fussed around their injured subject. Without
a further thought I turned to one of the most powerful ladies in Britain, and asked?
"Would you like stuffing Ma’am?"
The bodyguards gasped in horror at my words, her peers choked on their gin and
tonics as my chief steward, who had just arrived at the door of their compartment
screamed at the top of his voice.
"Sage and onion, you bloody idiot, she wants sage and onion, she doesn’t want
stuffing."
Mrs. Thatcher smiled kindly at me; she placed her hand on my arm and replied. "I
believe that’s the best offer I’m likely to get this year, but I’ll just have some sage and
onion for now, thank you young man!"
I did notice that on the TV news that evening, Mrs. Thatcher was wearing sunglasses.
I wondered, was it to hide her embarrassment or maybe just the black eye?
As a footnote Murray Brown has supplied the following history of the Hull Pullman.
The first Pullmans to Hull started in 1935 – a portion which ran to Doncaster before
joining up/detaching.
For many years, this was the preserve of a D49 (with 4 Pullmans).
It ran SX (Hull dep 1032). The Down service left the Cross at 17.20
(Doncaster 20.28, Hull 21.29).
The Hull Pullman as a separate entity started on Monday March 6th, 1967 comprising
6 Pullmans and a Mk. 1 Brake.
On October 7th, 1968, the second class Pullmans were replaced.
The train left Hull at 10.35 booked for class 47 haulage (KX arr 13.44).
The Down service left 17.30 – Hull arr 20.45.
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The mid 1970s saw Deltic power provided. (2hr 58 for the Down journey and 3hr 5 min
for the Up with a stop at Retford which the Down journey did not
have.
The last Hull Pullman ran on Friday May 5th, 1978 – the 17.10 from KX has class 47
No. 47410 with Pullmans 313, 317 and 328.
The last Yorkshire Pullman ran on this date – I was on it – with 47433 to Leeds and
47411 to Harrogate (Pullmans 318, 315, 319 and 326).

SHEFFIELD RAILWAYANA AUCTIONS LIMITED
December 9th Auction
The Auctions are held at, Myers Grove School, Wood Lane, Stannington, Sheffield 6.
starting at 11 am.
Viewing is from 7.30 am till 11 am on the day of the sale. Licensed bar; extensive
catering; sales stalls; Ample free parking; on the main tram route from Sheffield
station; wheel chair access.
LOTS 41-47: PULLMAN CAR ITEMS

41 PULLMAN high-backed PARLOUR CAR CHAIR covered in an original design cloth
moquette with a later “VSOE” antimacassar added. The pattern used is a feature of
the VSOE car “Phoenix.” Nicely padded, 48” high x 24” deep x 26” wide and in
excellent condition.
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42 PULLMAN CAR BRASS TABLE LAMP in the hexagonal-curved style base and plain
six-sided stem. The base is stamped “PERSEUS” which was constructed in
Birmingham in 1951 for use on the “Golden Arrow” to promote the “Festival of Britain.
It was used on many royal and state specials, including Sir Winston Churchill’s funeral
train in 1965. It was occasionally used in the “Bournemouth Belle.” It retired from
service in 1972 and was subsequently preserved by VSOE. 22” high with 6¼”
diameter base. Fitted with a Perspex shade which is slightly cracked and worn, but
nevertheless original.

43 PULLMAN CAR WOODEN PLAQUE: “CAR ADRIAN.” A 9” diameter mahogany
wood plaque with gold-leaf transfer showing the Pullman coat-of-arms and the car
name. From the first class kitchen car “Adrian” built by Birmingham C&W in October
1925. Initially sold to Wagons Lits and used on the Milan – Cannes service with sister
cars “Lydia” and “Ibis.” Returned to the UK in 1928 and used on many SR and LNER
services including the “Golden Arrow”, “Bournemouth Belle” and “Yorkshire Pullman”
services. Withdrawn in August 1966 and sold to scrap merchants at Long Marston in
January 1967. The plaque was installed in the 1950s when the bulkhead clock it
replaced was removed. VGC.
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44 PULLMAN CAR silverplated TEA SET manufactured by Walker & Hall comprising tea
pot, sugar bowl and milk jug all inscribed with the “Pullman” coat of arms. All are oval
in design, the tea pot 2¾” x 3¾” plus handle and 3¼” high, the sugar bowl 2⅝” x 3⅝”
plus handles and the milk jug 2⅝” x 3⅝” plus handle. They appear to have been
made in the early 1960s for the new “Blue Pullman” services. All shown signs of use,
but good generally. (3)

45 PULLMAN CAR original COAT OF ARMS. One of three different sizes produced for
application to the “Blue Pullman” diesel trains, this is the smallest. Mounted on a faded
blue board 24” x 18” board in good condition.

46 PULLMAN CAR WOODEN PLAQUE: “CAR NO. 65.” A 9” diameter mahogany
wood plaque with gold-leaf transfer showing the Pullman coat-of-arms and number
from 2nd Class brake parlour car which was built by Midland Carriage & Wagon. It
worked principally on the LNER services including the “Queen of Scots” and
“Yorkshire Pullman.” Post-war transferred to the “Bournemouth Belle.” Withdrawn
in July 1966 and sold to Birds Limited, Long Marston for scrap. The plaque was
installed in the 1950s when the bulkhead clock it replaced was removed. Good, ex-car
condition.
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47 PULLMAN CAR BRASS TABLE LAMP in the classical Arcadian style of swags and
rams heads. The base is stamped “ISLE OF THANET” and is from 1st Class Guard
Parlour which was originally built by Midland C&W but latterly remodelled
(becoming “ISLE OF THANET” in 1950). This car was used on many Southern
Region services including the “Golden Arrow” before being withdrawn in August
1967. Initially preserved at the National Railroad Museum, USA it has since
returned to the UK for preservation. 21” high standing on a 4¼” square base. Fitted
with a pink Perspex shade in VGC. This lamp from 1950 is quite unique and is
arguably one of the more sought after standard lamps, given its fascinating
history.

SHEFFIELD RAILWAYANA AUCTIONS LIMITED
December 18th Postal Auction.
The Auctions are held at, Myers Grove School, Wood Lane, Stannington, Sheffield 6.
Viewing is on Saturday December 9th from 07.30 – 13.30.
Licensed bar; extensive catering; sales stalls; Ample free parking; on the main tram
route from Sheffield station; wheel chair access.
LOTS 501 -1400
TELEPHONE: 01234 325341 FAX: 01234 325341

E-MAIL: SHEFFRAILWAYANA@AOL.COM
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873

PULLMAN CAR COMPANY published booklet “The Golden Way.” Coloured
pictorial paperback covers advertising “Abdulla” cigarettes. 88pp April 1931. Some
creasing to bottom of covers. £25

874

PULLMAN CAR COMPANY publication "London Weekly Diary of Social Events".
Card covers, 36pp covering the events of 5th - 11th January 1947. £10

875

TWO DIFFERENT BR(S) glossy coloured pictorial leaflets advertising GOLDEN
ARROW PULLMAN services between London and Paris. Dated October 1954 and
May 1959. (2) £5

Model Railway Exhibitions - Advance Notice.

Middlesbrough Model Railway Clubs Exhibition 2007.
Saturday May 19th 10.00am to 5.00pm.
Sunday May 20th 10.00am to 4.00pm.
The Settlement Centre, St.Pauls Road, Middlesbrough.
At the kind invitation of the Club I will be manning the Pullman Stand on both days, so
why not come along and enjoy a Pullman chat and of course the layouts and trade
stands. Make a note of the date now.
The Stafford Railway Circle – 50th Year Exhibition.
Saturday February 3rd 10.00am to 6.00pm.
Sunday February 4th 10.00am to 5.00pm.
The Prestwood and Argyle Suites at the Stafford County Showground.
22+ quality layouts and trade stands.
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The Welcome Return of a Southern Lady.

cT.Robbins2006

Rebuilt Merchant Navy Class No.35028 ‘Clan Line’ returned to the mainline on
Monday November 6th.
Hauling a unique test train comprising of VSO-E Pullman cars.
35028 is viewed departing Winchfield after a water stop enroute to Eastleigh.
For those old enough to remember July 2007 marks the 40th anniversary of the end of
the Bournemouth Belle and Steam operations on the Southern Region of the then
British Rail.
2007 also marks 40 years of preservation of 35028 ‘Clan Line’ by the Merchant Navy
Locomotive Preservation Society – Well done to all at the MNLPS.
Visit the website
http://www.clan-line.org.uk/
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USA 3,000 Mile Historic Pullman Trip - Terence Mulligan October 2006.
For fellow devotees of matters Pullman Terence has forward his written report of his
October 2006 3,000 mile USA Pullman trip.
On October 1-8, 2006, twelve history-starved travelers, including myself, chartered a
restored 1923 Pullman car for a 3,000 mile high-speed rail journey covering the
eastern third of the United States, including New Orleans.

A Recreation of a 1934 Pullman Table Setting
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Our all-steel "heavyweight" or "standard" car was built by Pullman in Chicago in 1923
for the Pennsylvania Railroad's top New York to Chicago train, the "Broadway
Limited." Named "Maple Shade," it was configured as baggage/barber shop/mens'
smoking lounge and rode immediately behind the locomotive and Post Office car.
"Maple Shade" when new was painted two tones of Pennsylvania RR maroon on the
exterior, with real gold-leaf pinstriping, and "PULLMAN" and its own name in oil-gilded
leaf.
Came the 1929 crash and ensuing Depression and need for carriage-trade items such
as train barbers, shower baths, manicurists and luxurious lounge space plummeted.
By 1932, Pullman USA patronage was down by half.
"Maple Shade," to better earn her keep, returned to the Pullman shops in Chicago in
1934 and was completely reconfigured - and air conditioned - as a 6 double bedroom
sleeper/buffet/lounge car with four dining tables, kitchen with coal range and grills,
staffing by a waiter/porter and a cook. The car received a new name "Dover Harbor,"
part of a 9-car "Dover" series of rebuilds, a new Pullman green (near black) exterior
with gold colored lettering and was assigned to archrival New York Central. This is
the present configuration of the car.
The interior is a throwback to the 20's: oval mirrors, decorative stenciling, club chairs
and sofas, mahogany sideboard and writing desk in the spacious lounge; small
shaded lights in the bedrooms, mahogany doors and trim, brass hardware. A year or
two after 1934, and the interior would have been rebuilt in streamlined wood, tubular
aluminum and zig-zag carpets. 1934 was the end of Edwardian decoration and
thinking at Pullman. Streamlining thereafter took over like a fall from a cliff.
Amtrak allows certain rigorously inspected privately-owned heavyweight era (19111930) cars to be hauled by its trains currently, but most are non-public brass railed
"office" cars, the equivalent of a yacht. "Dover Harbor" and only one other
heavyweight Pullman, originally built for the everyday accommodation of the ticketbuying public are presently certified to operate on Amtrak trains in America and limited
to 110 mph.
So our October 1-8 trip, Washington, D.C. to New Orleans to Chicago, back to
Washington, was to re-enact a vanished public travel opportunity, as we would
be waking, dining and sleeping at Amtrak's top diesel speed of 79 mph, by day, but
also, continuously, at night, like any 1934 citizen.
At 6:30 PM, October 1, eleven passengers (one joined later) unpacked their bags and
departed Washington in their own historically equipped Pullman sleeping rooms and
headed south. "Dover Harbor" was coupled, per request, vestibule to the rear, to the
tail end of Amtrak's "Crescent," bound for New Orleans, 1,152 miles, 24 1/2 hours
away.
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Dover Harbor
The hardy and the cigar smokers beelined to the jouncing, rocking rear vestibule with
dutch doors open to the high wind, some remaining there, hypnotized by the bright
track and darkened scenery flying out from behind until two in the morning.
We were crew-less. The 600-member Washington, D.C. Chapter of the National
Railway Historical Society owns and restored the "Dover Harbor." This was a "hobo"
trip for members and insiders. We waited on each other, made down berths, hauled
ice, cooked. Two Chapter mechanical officers rode the trip, two passengers were
excellent chefs, two members are often full-dress waiters on normal charter trips. This
was let-down-your-hair first class. The car has a modern shower. I learned to unlock
and make down an upper and lower berth in ten minutes flat. For table service, the
car stocks authentically reproduced Pullman "Indian Tree" china, made by the original
manufacturer, and under lock and key genuine Pullman Roosevelt-pattern flatware.
By Atlanta, the air warmed up, by Alabama the air conditioning was on, by Mississippi
the temperature on the rear vestibule was 100 degrees F., most stayed in for lunch.
Just inside the vestibule door is a speedometer and GPS to tell just where we are,
what highways are near, even what stores and gas stations available.
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1934 Pullman Dining
At Hattiesburg, Mississippi, we saw the first destruction from last year's hurricane
Katrina, an overturned house. At sunset on October 2, we crossed the city-destroying
Lake Pontchartrain on a seven-mile concrete causeway, and saw the lights of New
Orleans. You mainly smelled old damp and new lumber at the dark outskirts of town,
scarcely a house had a light. There were hundreds of small white FEMA housetrailers
parked in the streets, housing citizens who have come back or never left, their homes
uninhabitable or abandoned.
"Dover Harbor" was uncoupled from Amtrak's "Crescent" at New Orleans Union
Station and parked at the bumper post of Track 3 for two days, some using the car as
our hotel. Amtrak dumped the toilets and replaced brakeshoes, connected us to
station air and electric; we refilled the water tank.
The station was the city prison after Katrina and Amtrak station employees pointed out
where "cages" were lined up along the station tracks a year ago. The football dome
next door has just now re-opened and a rousing game played before our arrival.
Major cleanup has taken place. Business is nil in some of the central city - untouched
by the flood - awaiting the return of tourists, New Orleans' major business.
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Where on earlier visits, college students on break, covered with strings of gaudy
beads, blowing horns, possibly drunk, formed waves of bodies to plow through, now at
noon, French Quarter streets around St. Louis Cathedral are as empty as a Sunday
morning, and the psychics with their card tables are gone. Nighttime heats up, more
people appear, bartenders at several places wink "No cover charge." The giant Pearl
restaurant is down to one waitress, four patrons as we passed. But two blocks away,
the chic Gumbo Shop restaurant is crowded to the guards. The big sternwheeler
"Natchez" is nowhere to be seen, smaller tour boats oblige on the Mississippi.

Dover Harbor Bedroom Suite
By the outdoor French Market, near the river, I stumble upon a gorgeous dark blue
dining car with brass railed rear platform lettered "City of New Orleans," parked on a
siding, behind a fence. I take photos, Antoine, the Maitre D' comes out a door and
shows me the glittering dining room inside, kitchen designed by famed hometown chef
Emeril LaGasse. Tonight there will be a catered dinner - which helps pay the car's
upkeep. This recently restored 1927 masterpiece was originally a Pullman-built
Wabash office car, is the property of the city belt railroad, and is Amtrak certified.
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We see one of the city's green 1924 Perley Thomas street cars being towed to live
wire from its carbarn by a city dumptruck. The main St. Charles Avenue line is being
repaired, as much wire blew down in the storm. These ancient cars, the oldest fleet
operating in America, are temporarily assigned to the intact Canal Street tourist line.
At 1:45 PM on October 5, "Dover Harbor" left New Orleans for Chicago on Amtrak's
train "City of New Orleans." In the low, swampy bayous - some see - alligators. Far
up the line, Jambalaya with shrimp, chicken andouille, collard greens and alligator
sausage are on our menu tonight. The locomotives re-fuel at Memphis, where the
block-long pre-Amtrak station is restored, once hosting six passenger railroads. Track
is smooth to Chicago, and if your room is not over the wheels, you can sleep.

Dover Harbor – Lounge
Chicago's Union Station is the last intact station in the city with headhouse remaining.
Amtrak uncoupled us there from "The City of New Orleans" and parked "Dover
Harbor" in the Roosevelt Road coach yard, where other privately-owned cars were
already parked, some inviting us for dinner, drinks, dessert, discussion. Our group
dispersed. One to buy his wife a kimono, others to boat rides on the Chicago River,
the Art Institute of Chicago, to thin-crust Pizza, to the magnificent elevated system, to
watch rushes of commuter trains, to restock the car.
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Two days later, "Dover Harbor" was attached to Amtrak's thrice-weekly "Cardinal," to
return to Washington by the longest route - taking 24 hours through high mountain
scenery. We left Chicago on ex-Pennsylvania RR, then ex-Chicago & Eastern Illinois,
finally gaining the ex-Monon RR main line, at night, rough track, high speed, slicing
through endless cornfields in Indiana by moonlight, sudden clouds of white dust from
new ballast covering those who insist on the vestibule.
The last day, beginning above Huntington, West Virginia, the "Cardinal" descends the
New River Gorge, very long, a dozen tunnels accommodating the rail line. We pass
Jawn Henry's abandoned Big Bend tunnel. Trees are turning fall colors. There is the
river directly below for much of the day, and high wooded mountains on either side
looking like Vermont. At Hinton station a man tends a flower bed planted as an
American flag. Roads here are few. This is the ex-Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad coalhauling mainline and is superbly maintained (now CSX). Two giant mountain resorts
were built by the C&O before WWI, and still flourish, the Greenbrier and the
Homestead. Each has a station with sidings originally for Pullman cars. Until the 60s,
a mixed train came down to our main line at Clifton Forge station from the Homestead,
38 miles up the Hot Springs Branch, took capacity New York Pullmans with golf clubs
in the vestibules and a couple of cars of coal and a box car of supplies up to the hotel
each day.
At Staunton station a mother and two boys mistakenly board our train, thinking it is
Chicago-bound. The westbound is near, the crews radio, both east and westbound
"Cardinals" stop in a field and exchange these passengers.
Tonight after hors d'oeuvres, California wines and dinner, there is a layer cake with
five candles aboard the "Dover Harbor" celebrating our fifth successful hobo trip
to compelling rail destinations. We arrive in Washington at 10 PM on October 8th. All
agree to travel again soon - perhaps next time to Duluth, Minnesota and
Minneapolis/St. Paul.
Our thanks to brilliant, steadfast trip organizer Pat Clark.
Care to join us?

Website: www.doverharbor.com.
On behalf of the "Dover Harbor" Chapter members, who wish to increase charters
(rentals) of the car, and by publicizing the car and let more people know the car is
available.
Car maintenance is solely paid from charter profits, the insurance and simple car
moves from its siding to Washington Terminal are extremely expensive.
It needs a new $20,000.00 diesel backup generator, the trucks have just had a
mandatory re-build by Amtrak for $64,000, and so forth.
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Dover Harbor at rest in Chicago
My sincere thanks to Terence for forwarding a most interesting article and images
giving us all an insight to Pullman operations today in the United States of America,
the home of Pullman.

To the many USA readers, would you care to share with fellow readers details of that
Pullman car you have traveled within or assisted in restoration.
Your contribution will be most welcome in linking UK and USA Pullman operation and
history.
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VSO-E Longhedge Works
No update on the restoration of either CAR No.92 & 93 at present.
But some images of car ZENA undergoing a C4 repair to the running gear, and rebuild
of the vestibule ends.
On completion and release car LUCILLE will enter the workshops.

ZENA cT.Robbins2006
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ZENA cT.Robbins2006
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ZENA cT.Robbins2006
My thanks to Tim Robbins for supplying these unique views within the workshops and
his continued support in news and images.
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CAR No.14 (SC281) Prepares For America – Andy Sturt.

SC281
I remember visiting Twickenham station in August 1969 (almost my local station)
having heard that there were some "unusual looking" railway coaches there.
I took the attached photos which I have coincidentally only just had scanned from the
original negatives.
As I recall the stock was there for final interior fitting out by a firm of shopfitters based
in the former goods yard at Twickenham.
The train made a very colourful contrast with the passing 4SUB / 4EPBs and 2BILs,
and needless to say I completely missed the following days activities when 4472
hauled the stock away!
Andy Sturt
Eleebana
NSW 2282
Australia
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SC281 in the company of 5 other vehicles.
A question for the readership, as I am sure the answer is known by one of you.
What happened to the 5 other vehicles when the tour ended, have the vehicles
survived?
My thanks to Andy Sturt for sharing these historical images with us.
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CHRISTINE – Interior November 2006 – cD.Jones 2006
Nearing completion of its restoration at the Bluebell C&W Workshops CHRISTINE will
shortly re-enter traffic.
Note, the installation of the clock in place of the plaque normally fitted
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CHRISTINE – Exterior November 2006 – cD.Jones 2006
Reported as returning to traffic on Saturday December 2nd, I hope to have images of
the day for the January edition.
My thanks to David Jones for sharing the images with us.
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Tail Lamp.
My thanks to those readers who have taken time to forward material in the form of
news, articles and images for inclusion within this edition or add to the Pullman Car
Services Archive to share with fellow readers.
A bumper mixed bag edition to end the year with.
I am pleased to include an article from the United States of America, the home of
Pullman. I hope this will lead to further articles and images of the Pullman cars that we
in the United Kingdom know little about.
The one we missed. Car MONTANA was due to be removed from its long term home
at Barnwell Junction near Cambridge and transported to deepest Sussex and its new
home at Petworth. But due to constant rain leading up to movement day, the move
was cancelled and awaits an improvement in the weather and drying out of the
Barnwell Junction site.
Restoration of MONTANA to the known Pullman standard of Petworth will commence
shortly after arrival. Images of the movement will I hope be available in the January
edition.
I know its only December, but we all need something to look forward to on these cold
damp days. But the receipt of an invite to attend the Middlesbrough Model Railway
Club exhibition in May, has given me something to look forward to and plan for.
My sincere thanks to all contributors who during 2006 have kept the newsletter of
interest in articles and images. Can this be improved even more in 2007.
May I also take this opportunity to wish all contributors and readers a very
Merry Christmas.
I can hear the porter’s whistles blowing along the platform, it’s time to close the
vestibule door on this edition and get underway to publication to you.

Remember - “Information is for Sharing – Not gathering Dust”.
T.Bye December 1st 2006.

